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Tdvel outeries of defense V Trotter Belli, chief defense 
counsel, assailed Judge Joe B. Brown's 
‘charge to the jury in these terms: “It's Se SO *un-American, un- Texan and unsani- 
tary.” For good measure, his assistant, 
Joe H. Tonahill, added that “it's cold 9” vn 
blooded.” Whatever the import of this, . 
it does not go to the correctness, legal | 
or otherwise, of the charge. If the judge 
erred the higher courts will say so. 

. _ We should also think the appellate 
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- at the report that one of the Jurors, « 
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Also, there is 
to whether Ruby 
sound mind. Under the District’s Dur- 
ham rule, it is quite conceivable that 
he would have be 
because he was suffering from # mental | 
disease or defect. If so, he might have 
‘been released after spending a few . 

_ Years ’in = mental hospital.. But the: 
Texas insanity law is different, ‘and, 
thejusymay have been jystified. in’ 
rejecting ‘the evidence offer 
point by the defense. 
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trial came with the televising of the — 
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The Worker Uproar in the courtroom after the jury Lee . | & the New Leader had announced its verdict. This is be- 2 tbe The wall Street Journal: -Heved to be the first time that national - eye 8! - televising of. such ‘@ courtroom scene i {" i re ava wore, eee has been permitted. It-:ought to be! ‘ woo Date To the Instn | © tenet ; . ; - ‘oo SST AY dale Bn ce
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